DAY 1: Wednesday, November 11th

10:00am – 10:30am: Introduction to Short Course 2020 – Jane Mahoney

10:30am – 11:30am: LEARN – Introduction to CFIR and Other Implementation Frameworks – Laura Damschroder

   Objective: Introduce meaningful use of the CFIR framework, how to assess context in implementation research, and determine the core components

11:45am – 12:45pm: APPLY – CFIR and Other Implementation Frameworks Case Study Panel with Q&A – Bruce Christiansen, Krissy Alainz, Yao Liu

Discussants – Laura Damschroder, Byron Powell

   Objective: Understand utilizing CFIR or other implementation frameworks in design and evaluation as applied to case studies

1:30pm – 3:00pm: INTERACT – CFIR or Other Frameworks Breakout Session

Discussants – Laura Damschroder, Byron Powell

   Objective: Apply framework to participants’ projects
DAY 2: Thursday, November 12th

10:00am – 11:15am: LEARN– Introduction to Implementation Strategies – Byron Powell

*Objective:* Describe types and use of implementation strategies, how to contextualize strategies, and think about discrete components in a synergistic way.

11:30am – 12:30pm: APPLY– Implementation Strategies Case Studies Panel – Christie Bartels, Edmond Ramly, Andrew Quanbeck, Randall Brown

*Discussants* – Laura Damschroder, Byron Powell

*Objective:* Understand how to meaningfully utilize the different implementation strategies and how to use specific strategies as applied to case studies

1:15pm – 3:00pm: INTERACT– Implementation Strategies Breakout Session

*Discussants* – Laura Damschroder, Byron Powell

*Objective:* Apply implementation frameworks to participants’ projects
DAY 3: Friday, November 13th

10:00am – 11:15am: LEARN– Identifying Strategies to Address Contextual Barriers – Laura Damschroder, Byron Powell

Objective: Understand tools for systematic application and contextualization

11:30am – 12:15pm: APPLY– Identifying Strategies to Address Contextual Barriers Case Study Panel – Linsey Steege, Barb King

Discussants – Laura Damschroder, Byron Powell

Objective: In depth review and application of the frameworks and strategies

12:45pm – 1:45pm: LEARN– Emerging Questions – Laura Damschroder, Byron Powell

Objective: Further discussion of questions and topics from the previous days Q&A

2:00pm – 4:00pm: INTERACT – Small Group Individual Abstract Consultations – (This session is only for attendees who had their project selected for this session) – Laura Damschroder, Byron Powell

Objective: Individual researchers will consult with guest faculty about their project abstracts